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Extracts from the Newsletter of the Melbourne
Steam Traction Engine Club
Neil Meyers triumphantly holds up the last fire box
stay to have it’s hole drilled and tapped on the cubs
Buffalo Springfield steam roller while Rohan Lamb
and Adrian Anderson look on with satisfaction .
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Thornycroft High Speed Compound Marine Steam Engine
continued
This month we finish off Neil Meyers article with information of where a couple of surviving engines can be
found and the significance of the Thornycroft engines technology on of the development of Torpedo boats and
the role they played in Australia's social development .
To complete the picture we then have Jo Lloyd’s article based on artefacts in the Lyttelton Torpedo Boat
Museum located in NZ. She focuses on the boats construction and how they were deployed and their many
shortcomings . While similar in layout, to the Australian boats they were armed with a spar torpedo, which was to
be driven into the side of the target in contrast to the Victorian Navy which had a pair of 14 inch Whitehead
torpedos that were launched simultaneously by dropping over either side of the vessel .

Other examples ( Neil’s article continued )
An example of a Thornycroft High Speed Compound Steam engine
was sold to a private collector through Preston Steam Services, UK in
2019. The exact identity of this engine is uncertain.
A Thornycroft high speed compound marine steam engine number 193
from the 2nd class torpedo boat HMQS Mosquito which served in the
Queensland Maritime Defence Force is in the Thames Heritage Boat
Museum in the UK. This engine was also once fitted with a direct
driven condensate pump and geared twin service pumps which are now
missing. This engine was held in store for over 40 years and now
cosmetically restored as a future static museum exhibit. As support
from Beale Park, Lower Basildon, was revoked in 2018, the future of
this museum is uncertain.
There is an operational example at the Anson Engine Museum
located in Cheshire, UK. A video of this engine operating can be found
on youtube – search for “1880 John Thornycroft Steam Engine” or
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH3r5OUaVXE
Complete J.I. Thornycroft high speed compound steam engine, located
at the National Museums Liverpool. Image Liverpool Daily Post and
Echo
Another Complete, non-operational and cosmetically restored complete
engine can be found in the Maritime Museum, Royal Albert Dock,
Liverpool, UK. This example dates from 1880, engine number 71.

The significance of the Thornycroft High Speed Compound Steam Engine
This Thornycroft high speed compound steam engine has a high historic, scientific and social value particularly to Victoria, but
also Nationally
The impact of the development of steam power and the greater efficiencies of compounding and triple expansion engines
during this period changed shipping substantially.
While it is unknown whether this example of the Thornycroft high speed compound steam originally powered the HMVS
Lonsdale or Nepean, it is a rare, complete example of this type of engine. It also directly relates to the development of both
colonial and Royal Australian navies during a period of the expansion of Australia’s military resources and later Federation.
This engine also provides a connection to a time of social change and political uncertainty, with the ongoing development and
impact of technology on military and non-military fleets, the withdrawal of Imperial British naval resources from Australia,
and the perceived threat from international political interests within the pacific region.
This engine provided an important expansion to the available training at the Gordon Technical College to train young
engineers in the Heat Engine laboratory of the Technical College during World War One and later.

References ( greater detail of publications can be got from Neil Myers
Gillett R. (1982) Australia’s Colonial Navies.
Bastock J. (1975) Australia’s Ships of War,
Jones C. (1986) Australian Colonial
Navies,
Hunter, J. (2012) Throwaway Navies: Naval Transition, Abandonment Processes, and the Archaeology of Australasia's
Torpedo Boat Defences, 1884-1924
Lyon, D. J., 'How to run a torpedo boat',
Donaldson, J., 'The Thornycroft torpedo vessels;
The new Thornycroft torpedo vessels', Engineering, vol. 31June 1881, vol. 37, vol. 43, vol. 57, vol. 61 January 1886 The Thornycroft
torpedo vessels; their construction armament Royal Australian Navy (RAN) “HMAS Lonsdale (HMVS)”, The Gordon (2014) “What the
Gordon Offered”, Museums Victoria (2021) “Journeys to Australia” Torpedo boats”, in The Engineer,
Victorian Heritage Database (2015) HMVS Lonsdale, VHR Number S425 http://vhd.heritage.vic.gov.au/shipwrecks/heritage/425
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The Russians are coming! Thornycroft to the rescue!
By Jo Lloyd

Thornycroft second class steam Spar
Torpedo boat No 171 manned by
Lyttelton Naval Volunteers

Back in the 1880s during conflict with Russia there was paranoia that the Russians may sail
down to the pacific and attack the British colonies. England responded by providing torpedo
boats to protect colonial ports from Russian warships.
The Christchurch NZ port of Lyttelton was the recipient of one of the four sent to NZ and its Thorneycroft Torpedo
Boat museum houses the preserved remains.
The recovered parts of the bow have been treated
and displayed.
In 1882 The Thornycroft spar torpedo boat number 168
“HMS Defender” was built in the Thornycrort shipyard on
the Thames for use in Lyttelton harbour. She arrived in
December 1884.The boat was a long narrow streamlined
steam boat capable of 17 knots which was an amazing speed
at the time. Mounted on top was a spar with an explosive
charge on its tip. The idea was that the boat would race in at
high speed avoiding the enemy ship’s guns, use the spar to
attach the torpedo below the waterline of its target, trigger it
then swiftly retreat before the torpedo exploded. Needless to
say this was a tricky exercise
In 1886, less than two years later, the boat was
upgraded to fire two whitehead torpedos from a
safer distance.
A image from Neil's article showing the 2
torpedos carried on the deck of a boat
These torpedos were craned into the water from the
sides of the boat but both had to be deployed at the
same
time as
they
were
heavy and the narrow boat risked rolling if only one was unloaded. They were
propelled by 3 cylinder compressed air engines.
Hayden Sharpes radial compressed air torpedo engine on display in pavilion 6
at the National Steam museum. Built by Peter Brotherhood & co England in
1917 they were the leading technology of the day photo Warwick
The boat was manned by volunteers but appears to have had its limitations
recognised early on and was seldom in the water. It was built of galvanised steel
and had to be stored out of the water. It could only be launched at high tide and in
calm weather.
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It did not have an engineer
assigned to it and maintenance was
poor. A newspaper report of a public
demonstration listed many fails. It
could only achieve 12 knots
“because of rust”. It ran out of fresh
water during the demonstration and
the boiler had to run on seawater
hand bailed into the tank in buckets.
A General Arrangement
Drawing of a 2 nd Class
Torpedo boat and Gear.
This is obviously the early one with
the explosive spar on the front .
Also of interest is the bulbous bow
and conning tower suggesting it
may have sat low in the water
during attacks .
All up it was not a great success and was soon decommissioned and sold with the
new owner stripping it of its plant and eventually abandoning it on a beach. Many
years after this the council used a traction engine to tow it up into the sand dunes
then later again, dug a hole and buried it.
In 1999 the hull remains were dug up again and preserved as the basis for a small
museum set in an old powder magazine.
Alongside the hull is a beautiful Thornycroft steam engine similar to the one
currently looking for a new home in Melbourne. The displayed engine is from the
torpedo boat from the Dunedin port.
Caption
The beautiful steam engine at the museum was hard to
photograph behind the glass.
A YouTube video of a restored one in operation can be seen at https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=BH3r5OUaVXE
The compound steam engines 7” & 10” X 8” stroke were high reving with large
counterweights on the crankshaft. A worm reduction gear on the forward HP end
of the crankshaft drives 2 short stroke boiler pumps. Photos and story by Jo lloyd
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June Run Day was probably the first time an
impulse steam turbine had been run in the
Steam Section .

It is not because we do not have any. Actually there are at least 8
ranging in size from 15 hp to the High Pressure stage of the mighty
12,000 shp turbine from the HMAS destroyer Quality .
Nothing so grand as any of these but a little Alfa Laval steam turbine
powered cream separator from a cow shed, never the less historically
quite significant.
Warwick operating his turbine driven Alfa Laval separator in
Bay 2 amidst clouds of steam on a misty day.
Gustov de Laval is credited with developing the first
continuous centrifugal cream separator machine in Stockholm
Sweden around 1878. These operate using a spinning bowl containing
a stack of conical discs which separate the lighter cream from the
denser milk using centrifugal force. The 2 liquids then discharged
from separate spouts. The difficulty was the high speed that it spun at
as the early ones used a hand crank.
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The breakthrough came with de Laval's other invention the de Laval nozzle whose
convergent / divergent passage allows steam to reach supersonic velocity giving it much
higher kinetic energy. Utilizing his nozzle in steam turbines made the impulse turbine
practical however by nature they have to run at a very high rpm giving the serious
disadvantage that for most applications they require a large reduction gearbox. This on the
other hand was the elegant solution for the steam driven separator . Place a horizontal
impulse turbine in the base and drive the
separator bowl directly through a vertical
shaft. This soon led to all sorts of applications
Separator Bowl
for centrifugal separators for purifying liquids
and removing various solids under the brand
name Alfa Laval . A company still going
strong today .
The separate bowl . The milk to
be separated is delivered to the center of the
bowl . Centrifical force throws it out to the
sides and up out the blue spout The lighter
Spring
cream is displaced to the center through the spaces between the skinning cones
Supported
guide bearing eventually overflowing out the yellow spout..

Turbine
Rotor

Cartoon Showing de Laval’s innovative features.
Steam enters at supersonic velocity after being accelerated by his
patent nozzle. The steam then punches into the notched rotor sending it
spinning then drops devoid of energy out the exhaust. The bowl’s drive shaft
has a pointy end that sits in a cup on the end of the turbine’s vertical shaft and is
driven through a tang. The bearing just under the bowl is centered by springs.
Once up to speed the bowl balances like a top with the bearing doing very little .
The bell ( replacement pinched off a little girls bike ) which rotates at
1/100 of turbine speed contains a weight that tumbles ringing the bell
Steam in
until the correct speed is reached

de Laval Nozzle

Altogether from an engineering aspect a very significant machine but the
attraction for Warwick was heightened with memories of his Grandfather’s in
the first steam powered cow shed in the King Valley.
When seeing this one he just had to have it so it was kindly given to him.

Bowl
supported on
Pin point

Thrust Bearing

Speed Bell

W.B.
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Some Philosophizing by Phil
MELBOURNE STEAM TRACTION ENGINE CLUB - A tribute to the men and Women of MSTEC
As I sit here at my desk reminiscing, with one finger at a time, I look back at an ancient period that I could manipulate all
fingers at a reasonable rate . Time is no man’s friend, and these fingers now resemble thumbs, guided by eyes that need every
accompaniment available to even seethe ends of tiny drills that I could sharpen with alacrity. The fuddled brain is more like
curdled milk than cotton wool, thanks to Mr Parkinson, my constant companion.
MSTEC is not all about rusty machinery, it is about people, whose lives have been influenced by the achievement of others.
I delight in explaining to our younger members why some things are as they are. W hat and Why they ask ? As my years
spent in Engineering come back to me and I relive the days when the heritage machinery of today was the tools we lived with
and treasured in those yester years. They were not toys, but living and
cared for machines , extensions of our hands, often with names and
loved affectionately. There is sadness to see them rusting on the ground
just waiting to be brought back from the brink, to stand proudly again
as the sentinels of times gone by.
The ex Navy Mine Hunter Curlew awaits it’s scrapping
in it’s mud birth at Margate. Hopefully the engines can be saved
There is light at the end of the long tunnel beckoning us closer and
calling us by name. MSTEC is our home away from home where our
deviations from normal thought set us aside from normal people. A
diverse group, with a common weakness, a passion for the smell of
steam and oil and the doleful moan of the steam whistle inspires us to
contribute.
———->
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Phil’s Philosophizing continued

As the years march on time is against us and there is so much to do , our members are
feeling their way and experiencing unique insights of a make do environment. Mechanisation had brought about changes, the
ere of ‘hand made ‘is fading , maintenance today is now a part number on a screen and repairs become cold and heartless
entries on a spread sheet.
MSTEC has become a unique group of people dedicated to the retention of our mechanical heritage. There are so many
memories of my early years, of coal mines to ocean liners, locked away in a fading world .
We have so little time , the great scrap bin in the sky is calling, and piece by piece the triumphs and inspirations of so
many will just fade away.
If we let it? Phil Randall.
Here are a few pictures from Phil and Warwick’s recent adventure to Tassy that leaves no doubt about his passion for
machinery of Yesteryear and the pleasure it’s preservation brings

Tassy Rail Loco MA3 built by Robert Stephenson &
Hawthorne 1952 . Rebuilt 1957 with smaller driving
wheels to suit local condition. On display at Margate
with carriages selling bric a brac

Steam slewing crane on display at the old
Constitutional Docks Hobart , Built by Jessop &
Appleby Leicester England 1897

Willans Getting Closer
The steady work
by Ian , Phil,
Kerri and Len on
the plumbing is
paying off now .
The air bottles
are in and
mounted up .
The valve blocks
have been
refurbished and
plumbed in with
the latest job
being mounting
up the array of
pressure gauges
and connecting
up their lines .
Ian checking the gauges during the preliminary
pressure checks .
Excitement builds as the big day nears.
——-> p11
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What About a Sawmill ?
There has always been an element of interest in a
steam sawmill and now we have
got a bench and plenty of logs
the time is right

The turning point was the generous donation of a breast bench orchestrated by Bruce Weatherhead . This was temporarily set
up at our last rally on the green space behind shed 9 and belted up to a portable steam engine . See above photo taken by Rohan
Lamb . The periodic demonstrations of turning logs into boards the old way using steam power had our modern visitors
fascinated and was one of the major highlights of our SteamFest . Since then we have been spurred on, by Taylors Trees, of the
donation of a large amount of logs suitable for cutting into timber. When you couple this with all the extra ground space
opened up by the completion of the realignment of our railway to the East and West boundaries the opportunity is right to
permanently set up a heritage steam sawmill display .

The Starting Point is working out what we want .

Darryl Killingsworth took on this task and came up with a proposal
- Display to show our visitors the workings of a bush sawmill
- Building to have the look of the typical temporary type structure that would be moved when the timber was cut out.
- Built with material made to look rustic i.e. round poles and corrugated iron while being of conforming structure.
- Also able to display our wood gathering and timber working tools and artefacts.
- Saw bench to be belt driven from a countershaft with a range of pulleys to enable it to be powered by our portable steam
engines , big oil engine and tractors. (allowing it to
be easily run at short notice ).
- Keep the building as small a footprint as possible
- Have a sawmill team who is experienced in its
operation rather than depending on a single
individual.
- Log storage separate from the fire wood pile .
An internet pic of a typical bush mill.
The First Question was where to locate a mill .
This is quite a complicated issue with a number of
things to take into consideration so it was decided to
put a bit of science into the process and use a simple
but proven method often employed in industries .
This involves
- Requirements generate a list of things that need to
be considered in the selection.
- Weighting factors are assigned relative to how important each one is e.g. the higher the importance the higher the number .
- Rating have a group of people individually rate how well each requirement is met by the various alternatives .
- Generate the score by multiplying each rating by its importance factor to give a score for each of the requirement .
- The answer You simply add all these scores up and the highest number is the best solution . The great advantage is it avoids
relying on gut feelings of those who do not have all the facts but still want a say or the whims and fancies of just a few.
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Site Requirement is the next step. Input was asked from members and as usual it fell to just a few. Here are the 20
parameters they came up with of the things that need to be considered .
Importance of each Requirement Each one was then assigned an importance weighting with 5 the most importance and
1 the least with zero not the slightest importance so taken off the list.

SITE REQUIREMENT List
Parameter
- Visibility & Access for the public . Both when in operation & when static
- Access to railway for simulated bush tramway to bring in timber
- Photography allows good shots of the action
- Vehicle Access to bring in and place logs and remove timber and offcuts, Level and firm weatherproof ground
- Water Supply on hand for steam engines
- Electricity available.
- Space for manoeuvring steam portables when brlting up ( ease of set up and packing up )
- Work required to prepare area for display ( leveling and filling the ground, relocation of machinery, fences etc.
- Green space preservation
- Landscape that allows capturing the atmoshper of a “ Bush Mill “ie with existing trees and away from buildings
- Scalability. Allows for larger and smaller displays. Additions of related equipment ie swings saws, tree pullers
- Future Proofing of long term museum strategic plans ie not on areas needed for future buildings or their access.
- Security
- Fencing & ease of setting up compound and perimeter fence .
- Orienting of display for public viewing ( is there a good or bad side ? )
- Protection from the prevailing weather ( rain blows in from West so that side needs a wall
- Not blocking or creating a hazard on pedestrian / vehicle paths ie track around the lake `
- Screening so any modern parts / equipment can be out of sight
- Noise neusance not , ie not near hospitality areas etc.
- Dissabled access ie reacheable by wheel chair

Importance
5
2
3
5
5
1
4
3
4
4
4
2
1
4
5
4
4
3
2
2

Selecting prospective sites
A couple of site walk arounds were conducted by club members. This is most important so everyone involved becomes
familiar with our far flung corners so knows what is being talked about .
A short list of 5 potential sites was
Prospective
then selected for evaluation . These
are marked A to E for simplicity of
Sites Selected
showing on the map below
for Evaluation
A Old Clydesdale Station site .
B Arena near wood heap
C
C Behind shed 6 and railway line
D Between East Side of Lake and
D
rail cutting
E Top Paddock over level crossing
B
where the duck pond is.
Some areas where ruled out like
behind shed 9 where we had the mill
at the 2022 rally because it is
A
considered a prime green area we use
when we have visiting car clubs etc
E
or lots of picnickers.
Similarly south of shed 6, where the
Lyttelton hulls are at the moment, as
is set aside in the Strategic Plan for one of the next buildings.
Areas we are particularly keen to capitalize on are those spaces made available when we shifted the railway line to our new
boundaries, the very reason for doing it in the first place .

Rating Each Site . One Saturday a group of interested members walked around the site and imagined a small sawmill at
each location and then rated, in turn , how well each of the 20 requirements where satisfied . A 5 was given if it fully met the
requirement ramping down to a 1 and 0 if not at all.
An example of rating being railway access for the railway. It is vey easy to get logs from the train to a mill sited at the bottom
of the top paddock so got mostly 5 s. On the other hand almost impossible with a mill on the Arena so mostly zero.
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Factoring in the Importance This is done
by multiplying each rating by its
corresponding importance weighting factor
to get the actual score . In the case of the
Railway Access, example with a weighting of
2, it only doubled the score for that
requirement. On the other hand Public
viewing gets a 5 so has 2 1/2 times more
influence in the score.
By incorporating a weighting in the analysis
those requirements that must be considered in
the selection but are not too important do not
have a disproportionate influence on the
outcome. This is the beauty of this method .
Score Sheet
All the ratings were entered into an XL
spread sheet that is set up to do all the
calculations and add up all the scores to
generate Grand Totals. The one with the
biggest number being the best solution .
Right shows the results . In the case of cell
$15 ,$H Site Preparation for the Top
Paddock got individual scores of 2,2,3.2
which averages 2.25 and when multiplied
by important of 3 gets a score of 6.75 in
contrast to 12 for Clydesdale’s score.
RESULT The Grand Totals show the only 2 sites in the running for the sawmill are the Bottom of the Top Paddock and the
old Clydesdale station corner. Behind shed 6, was ruled out too bogey and can’t be seen, and D by not enough room to lake .

Old Clydsedale Corner

location A

Old Clydesdale Corner got the highest score being readily
accessible to the public , requires less site preparation and
being sheltered by trees gives a bush mill feel.
It’s area limits the size of the mill that can be built.
Our Rally
Timber sawing

Goldsmith’s full working Mill

Bottom of Top Paddock .location

E

Bottom of Top Paddock . Plenty of room to build a full sized
mill. Gives better viewing from all angles but is an area not
usually accessed by the public except during rallies.
Sloping wet site hinders machinery access and requires
extensive earth works including filling in the duck pond.
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Discussion Opinion differ between members which of the
2 contending sites is best . This appears to result from
different people having different visions of what we should
build. It appears to vary cover the range from a fully
equipped sawmill in a 25 m shed that includes a breaking
down bench capable of dealing with the big logs up the back.
This is similar to the Goldsmith Emu Creek mill which
requires a fully experienced team to run . Others seem to
visualize pretty much what we had at the last rally ( photo at
opening of the article ) but set up permanently and with a
roof over it and being able to be easily run on occasional run
days as well as rallies.

Recommendation
It is up to the Committee to vote which way to go . Make
sure you let them know . Best to drop our Secretary Will a
few lines as it is not up to me your Editor.
The Breaking Down saw at Dardenup Heritage Village W.A. . The second blade is out of sight in the log below the top
one . Warwick pic.
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With the steam generator
casing removed for
refurbishment the opportunity
was taken to do a trial fitment
of the burner , vaporizer and
air shutter while we could see
how they all fit inside it.

Steam Car Burner
It feels like we have turned the corner with a trial fitment of the burner and plumbing up of the fuel system all going well.
Remember when, around 4 years ago, the opportunity presented itself to buy the second last new burner in existence ? To
the credit of the club, we bit the bullet and got it over from the Isle of Mann at around $ 10 K . Well now it is finally in and
looking good . The last major thing to make is a new boiler casing although there is still plenty of small details to attend to.
The newly made fuel pipes and fittings laid out
All pipe nuts and
olives had to be
made from scratch .
15 tube nuts where
thread bored on the
lathe and then
hexagons cut with
the milling machine

